As part of our commitment to delivering a quote-to-issue experience that is second to none, Travelers is introducing a series of new enhancements to provide transparent, simple and efficient quoting solutions to make your job easier.

Simple and consistent: The Edit Quote experience

Step 1
Determine reason for declination. A simple, detailed message explains the reason for decline.

Step 2
If an error was made, click “Edit Quote” to navigate to the Policy Information Screen.

Step 3
Edit field(s) to reflect accurate exposure.

Step 4
Generate a quote and submit the quote for review and approval. The Quote Summary Screen will confirm that a referral is required. You may click “Learn Why” for referral reason.

Introducing Edit Quote
This exciting new feature is the second in a series of three system enhancements designed to improve your quote experience.

For policies effective on or after June 1, 2015, you will have the ability to reactivate and edit Master Pac quotes when a declination is triggered for specific reasons – which may be the result of a keystroke error.

STAY TUNED for even more great enhancements

With these great enhancements, you have even more reasons to quote Travelers today!